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O

n any given day you turn over
your body weight equivalent
in ATP, the principal energy
currency of the cell. Mitochondria, which are believed to arise
from the capture of a bacterium by an
ancestral eukaryotic host cell (1), regenerate ATP from ADP and inorganic
phosphate through oxidative phosphorylation. These organelles, termed the
powerhouse of eukaryotic cells, contain
both an inner and outer membrane,
where ATP synthesis in the mitochondrial matrix is coupled to a transmembrane proton-motive force by ATP-synthase. Regenerated ATP is then actively
exported across the inner mitochondrial
membrane by the ADP/ATP antiporter
(2). In contrast, the transport of ATP,
ADP, and other metabolites across the
outer mitochondrial membrane is passive, with the major pathway being
through a voltage-dependent anion
channel (VDAC) (3).
VDAC is the most abundant protein
of the mitochondrial outer membrane.
This eukaryotic porin not only links the
aqueous domains of the cytoplasm to
the intermembrane space of the mitochondria, but it also regulates the energy-dependent metabolism of the cell by
fine-tuning the diffusion barrier to ions
and metabolites. When inserted into
lipid bilayers, VDAC adopts an open
conformation that tends to be weakly
selective for anionic solutes of low molecular mass (⬍3 kDa). Remarkably, the
application of a relatively small transmembrane voltage (⬇30 mV) significantly lowers the conductance (3, 4) and
the pore becomes weakly cationic selective. The puzzling biological implications
of this complex voltage-gating mechanism have been a matter of debate, but
endogenous potentials due to chemical
gradients across the outer membrane
may be sufficient to regulate this channel (5). Thus, although VDAC’s role as
the mitochondrial gatekeeper in vivo is
firmly established, relatively little is
known regarding the structural mechanism of voltage-induced gating.
Three recent publications present,
with increasing detail, the architecture
of this remarkable pore and provide enticing clues as to the mechanism of voltage-sensitive gating (6–8). Hiller et al.
(6) applied NMR spectroscopy to recover the solution structure of detergent-solubilized human VDAC; Bayrhuber et al. (7) exploited constraints
recovered from NMR spectroscopy to
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Fig. 1. Conformational flexibility within the N-terminal region of VDAC and its putative role in gating.
(A) Diagram and surface representation of the X-ray structure of mVDAC1 to 2.3-Å resolution (8). (B)
Proposed model for the closed conformation (8). A space-filling model for ATP indicates its size relative
to the pore diameter. A path through VDAC that is sufficiently large for ATP to pass becomes partially
occluded in the putative closed conformation.

assist in solving the X-ray structure of
detergent-solubilized human VDAC to
medium resolution; and, in a recent issue of PNAS, Ujwal et al. (8) applied
the technique of lipidic bicelle crystallization (9) to recover a high-resolution
X-ray structure of mouse VDAC within
a lipid environment. All 3 structures
reveal a novel 19-strand ␤-barrel fold
for VDAC, with all ␤-strands arranged
antiparallel except for strands ␤1 and
␤19, which combine to close the barrel
with a parallel interface. This fold is
unique when compared with the 32
␤-barrel structures of prokaryotic membrane proteins solved to date, which all
contain an even number of ␤-strands.
Thus, earlier fears that the structure of
VDAC in detergent (6, 7) and lipidic (8)
environments would be markedly different (10) appear to be misplaced.
As with other outer membrane porins,
VDAC presents a hydrophobic surface
to the membrane while creating a polar
channel interior, establishing an obvious
pore through which charged metabolites
may pass through the membrane. Its
channel entrance appears almost circular
on both sides of the membrane, but the
pore diameter decreases to ⬇14 Å by 27
Å at its narrowest point (8), which is
nevertheless sufficient to allow the passage of ATP (Fig. 1A). Asymmetry in
the pore profile arises because of the
presence of an N-terminal ␣-helix approximately half-way through the pore
which aligns at an angle almost parallel

to the plane of the membrane. Mutational studies have established that this
N-terminal ␣-helix forms a key component in regulating the flux of metabolites through the channel (11), and thus,
its placement within the pore is highly
suggestive of a structural mechanism for
channel gating. Moreover, the conformation of this helix appears to be flexible because only those N-terminal residues which were located near the pore
walls could be assigned using NMR
spectroscopy (6) and the helix is rotated
almost 180° about its axis in the 4-Å
resolution X-ray structure (7) relative to
that observed at 2.3-Å resolution (8).
What do these findings imply regarding the mechanism of VDAC regulation
in vivo? Several factors serve to shift
the dynamical equilibrium and favor the
closed conformation of VDAC in addition to the application of transmembrane potentials. For example, protein–
protein interactions (12) and the binding
of medium-sized molecules such as
NADH (13) have also been suggested to
induce pore closure. Ujwal et al. (8) observe that the site of NADH binding
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Opening and closing the metabolite gate

identified from the NMR spectroscopy
study (6) flanks a short Gly-X-Gly-XGly sequence that links the N terminus
to strand ␤1, which appears to be smoking-gun evidence for a protein hinge
region. Moreover, in the X-ray structure
this affinity site lacks the space needed
for NADH to bind, yet a modest 10°
rotation about this hinge would simultaneously create the required space and
partially occlude the channel (Fig. 1B).
Should this plausible structural mechanism for metabolite gating by VDAC
survive further scrutiny, then changes in
the diameter and distribution of charges
within the modified pore should also
explain the shift from weakly anionic to
weakly cationic selectivity. Curiously,
structures of both the open and closed
conformations of the bacterial pore
OmpG reveal a very different mechanism for outer membrane porin gating
(14). In that case it is an extended loop
of OmpG that folds across the channel
and occludes the pore.
A protein structure has value not only
because of the questions that it answers,
but also because of those it asks. A
slight asymmetry in the polarity and
lengths of the loop regions has been
used by Bayrhuber et al. (7) to argue
that VDAC inserts with its C terminus

extending into the intermembrane space,
but this may not be the final word because there have been conflicting earlier
assignments of the topology (15, 16).
VDAC’s ability to regulate the exchange
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VDAC is the most
abundant protein of the
mitochondrial outer
membrane.
of metabolites between the mitochondria and the cytosol is also tightly coupled to cell survival. Indeed, apoptotic
factors such as members of the Bcl-2
protein family have been shown to interact with VDAC (17) and either promote
or prevent apoptosis by stimulating
VDAC closure or opening, respectively
(18). Hiller et al. (6) mapped a potential
binding site for Bcl-xL to strands ␤18
and ␤19, yet more detailed characterization is needed before the mechanism by
which these interactions influence conductance can be understood. VDAC has
also been shown to interact with hexokinase (19), a glycolytic enzyme that is
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expressed to high levels in cancer cells.
Hexokinase binding is suggested to
block metabolite conductance through
VDAC and thereby suppress aerobic
respiration and promote aerobic glycolytic activity (18), a change that is frequently encountered in cancer cells.
Again, structural insights into the mechanism by which VDAC is gated by the
binding of an external mediator would
be of tremendous value.
VDAC is a versatile pore that primarily serves to regulate cellular metabolism, yet which may also be seconded
into critical roles in apoptosis and the
development of cancer. Recent structures of this gated channel have fundamental implications for the exchange of
ADP and ATP across the outer membrane of mitochondria, a process essential for life in all eukaryotes. Thus, although a camel cannot pass through the
eye of a needle, it is extraordinary to
imagine that every day its body weight’s
equivalent in metabolites tunnel backward and forward through an integral
membrane aperture ⬇6 orders of magnitude smaller in diameter.
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